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We show that an Aharonov-Bohm ring with asymmetric electron injection can act as a coherent detector

of electron dephasing. The presence of a dephasing source in one of the two arms of a moderately-to-

highly asymmetric ring changes the response of the system from total reflection to complete transmission

while preserving the coherence of the electrons propagating from the ring, even for strong dephasing. We

interpret this phenomenon as an implementation of an interaction-free measurement.
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The observation of quantum-coherent phenomena in
solid-state systems requires extremely low temperatures
and careful design of the experimental setup in order to
suppress any source of decoherence. This represents a
major obstacle for the realization of practical coherent
electronic devices—not to mention quantum networks—
as these rely almost completely on the coherent evolution
of quantum states, which is in general very effectively
destroyed by interactions with the surrounding environ-
ment. In optics, however, it was shown that it is possible
to minimize such interactions with a given system, while
still being able to gain information about it [1–3]. These
intriguing interaction-free measurement (IFM) schemes
allow, for example, the detection of an absorber while
preventing absorption of the probing photons [1–3].

In this Letter, we show that the concept of IFM can be
fruitfully extended to electronic quantum-coherent sys-
tems. In this context, different from the photon case, ab-
sorption is not an issue. The target of our IFM scheme is
the coherent detection of electron dephasing originating
from interactions with the environment and schematized
here as external random fluctuating electric fields [4]. Our
IFM-based approach allows one to detect the presence of
such noise sources, while preserving electronic wave func-
tion coherence. Specifically, the proposed setup operates as
a sort of electronic quantum fuse that opens or closes a
circuit depending on the presence of dephasing noise. If
properly integrated in a multilead electronic system (a
network), it could in principle be used to steer electron
propagation towards regions where dephasing is smaller,
thereby leading to an increase of the coherence of the
electronic flow. Decoherence effects play the role of the
bomb explosion discussed in the original Elitzur and
Vaidman proposal [2] and their impact can be reduced to
a negligible level by tuning system parameters, while keep-
ing detection efficiency arbitrarily high. The apparent
paradoxical character of this effect arises from a subtle
interplay between destructive interference and state reduc-
tion in which the mere presence of the dephasing source in
a region of the device prevents the formation of the com-
ponent of the wave function that propagates along that

path. This can be achieved by increasing the number of
times the probing electrons and the noise source meet,
while reducing the probability that at each meeting dephas-
ing occurs. Only a tiny fraction of the electronic wave
function must be diverted to the decoherence source: in
the asymptotic limit of infinite repetitions of such events
the detrimental effect of the interaction (dephasing) is
effectively suppressed while it is still possible to reveal
the presence of the noise source. Additionally, as we shall
argue in the following, our setup can detect the occurrence
of decoherence phenomena with high spatial resolution
allowing, for example, to measure very small temperature
gradients on the submicron scale.
IFM schemes inspired to the original Mach-Zehnder

optical proposal [2] were discussed for superconducting
nanocircuits in Ref. [5] in the context of pulsed-current
detection. The original Mach-Zehnder-based approach can
be applied to the electronic case [6]; however, here we
choose to refer to a configuration which is more readily
suitable for an experimental verification. We shall inves-
tigate a setup based on a device which has been routinely
employed for many years in nanoelectronics, namely, an
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) ring (Fig. 1). In our scheme, a
classical fluctuating electrical field, that acts only on one
arm of the ring, randomizes the phase of an electron
traveling through it. This field plays the role of the absorber
while the loss of coherence mimics the photon absorption

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of an asymmetric Aharonov-
Bohm ring employed to detect the presence of a dephasing
source: in absence of dephasing (" ¼ 0) the electron is coher-
ently reflected, while in presence of strong dephasing (" � 1) it
is coherently transmitted.
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of the optical IFM case. It is worth stressing that in our
model such dephasing source is not acting on any specific
position along the arm [7], but modifies the state of the
electron globally along the upper arm. We assume an
asymmetric setup, so that an electron entering the ring
from the left (right) lead has a higher probability of being
transmitted through the lower (upper) arm of the ring. As
we shall demonstrate in the following, at moderate-to-high
asymmetries, an electron injected from the left terminal
will preferentially choose one of the two arms (let us
suppose for the sake of clarity that the electron chooses
the ‘‘lower’’ arm, see Fig. 1) and then exit towards the right
terminal: the transmission probability of the system is
close to 1 for a broad range of external magnetic fields
and gate voltages, except for selected values where the
transmission probability shows narrow resonance dips
dropping to zero. In these cases, the injected electron
performs many weak repeated tests of the presence of the
dephasing field (supposedly placed in the ‘‘upper’’ arm)
before reaching the output port: in the absence of the
random field the injected electron wave function can
undergo a coherent evolution that increases the probability
of finding it in the upper arms of the AB ring leading to
complete reflection of the electron. On the contrary, when
the random field is present, it introduces random phase
changes in the tiny portion of electron wave function that
probes the upper arm destroying the coherent evolution.
The electron remains in the lower arm, automatically
avoiding the path that would lead to dephasing and being
almost completely—and coherently—transmitted.

We start by introducing the model and analyzing its
basic functionality in the idealized zero-temperature case.
In the second part of this article, we shall discuss finite-
temperature effects and determine the threshold below
which the effect can be observed.

The model.—We consider an asymmetric mesoscopic
AB ring, schematized in Fig. 1, which we characterize in
the Landauer-Büttiker formulation of quantum transport
[8]. The phase difference accumulated by the partial wave
functions propagating in the two arms of the ring can be
controlled by means of an external magnetic field and by
gate electrodes, via the magnetic and electric AB effects.
Furthermore, we assume that the asymmetry is such that
electron injection into nodes A and B is invariant under a
cyclic exchange of the node connectors. This configuration
reproduces, at low magnetic fields, the effects of the
Lorentz force, which were studied theoretically [9] and
realized in the experiments reported in Ref. [10].
Following Ref. [10], we parametrize the scattering matrix
associated with nodes A and B as follows:

SA ¼ rA �tA
tA �rA

� �
¼

a b sinð�2 �Þ bcosð�2 �Þ
bcosð�2 �Þ a b sinð�2 �Þ
b sinð�2 �Þ bcosð�2 �Þ a

0
B@

1
CA

and SB ¼ SyA, with rA ¼ a, tA the 2� 1 bottom left block,
�tA the 1� 2 top right block, and �rA the remaining 2� 2

bottom right block, with a ¼ � sinð��Þ=½2þ sinð��Þ�
and b ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� a2

p
. The parameter � controls the asymme-

try of nodes A and B: for � ¼ 0 or 1, complete asym-
metry is achieved, with the electron entering from the
left lead being injected totally in the lower or upper arm,
respectively, whereas for � ¼ 1=2 injection is sym-
metric. Electron propagation in the two arms is des-

cribed by matrices Spð�Þ ¼ eikFLdiagðei�=2þi�; e�i�=2Þ,
for the transmission from left to right, and �Spð�Þ ¼
eikFLdiagðe�i�=2þi�; ei�=2Þ, for the transmission from right
to left. Here� is the ratio of the magnetic field flux through
the ring to the flux quantum, kF is the Fermi wave number,
L is the length of the arms, and � is an additional random
phase. In the following, we shall set kFL ¼ �=2 and
anticipate that a different choice does not change qualita-
tively our findings.
In the absence of a dephasing source, the transmission

amplitude of the ring from the left to the right is given by
t ¼ tBð1� �0Þ�1Spð0ÞtA, where �0 ¼ Spð0Þ�rA �Spð0ÞrB
(the bar indicates right-to-left processes). As shown in
the left panel of Fig. 2, at zero temperature the system
shows characteristic Aharonov-Bohm oscillations of the
transmission probability T ¼ jtj2 with a well-defined zero-
valued minimum at the working point � ¼ �. Such a
minimum becomes narrower as the asymmetry is in-
creased, i.e., when � approaches 0 or 1. In this case,
when � � �, injected electrons are preferentially trans-
mitted through the lower (� close to 0) or upper (� close to
1) arm so that T ¼ 1 and negligible interference takes
place. When � ¼ �, however, the marked destructive
interference survives despite the very small probability
for an electron to choose the upper (� close to 0) or lower
(� close to 1) arms, giving rise to the narrow dip in the
transmission. This situation resembles the one realized in
multiround concatenated interferometers where optical

FIG. 2 (color online). Aharonov-Bohm oscillations of the
transmission probability T for five values of the asymmetry �,
in the case (left) of no dephasing source and in the case (right) of
a dephasing source with " ¼ 0:3. The effect of dephasing is
strongly enhanced with increasing asymmetry.
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IFM is observed [3]. There, the asymmetry is introduced
by choosing interferometer beam splitters with a reflection
(or transmission) probability close to 1.

Let us now assume that a fluctuating external field
(dephasing source) is placed in the upper arm of the ring.
To account for it we define the partial transmission ampli-

tude of order N as tN ¼ tB
PN

n¼0

Q
n
j¼0 �ðn�jÞS

ð0Þ
p tA, where

�ðjÞ � �ð�j; �
0
jÞ ¼ Spð�jÞ�rA �Spð�0

jÞrB depends on two ran-

dom phases �j and �0
j, and Sð0Þp � Spð�0Þ. We then choose

the random phases from a distribution g"ð�Þ of zero mean
and width 2�" and compute the averaged partial trans-
mission probability as ht�NtNi�, where h. . .i� ¼R
d�g"ð�Þ . . . , and g"ð�Þ ¼ g"ð�0Þ . . . g"ð�2NÞ [11]. It

can be shown that the following recursive relation holds:
ht�NtNi� ¼ ht�N�1tN�1i� þ�N . By iterating the procedure,

the averaged transmission probability hTi� ¼
limN!1ht�NtNi� can be written as hTi� ¼ P1

N¼0 �N . In

order to compute this limit we introduce the Pauli matrix
vector � ¼ ð�0; �1; �2; �3ÞT , with �0 ¼ 1, and define the
following decoherence matrix:

Q ij ¼ 1

2

Z
d�g"ð�ÞTr½�yð�Þ�i�ð�Þ�j�; (1)

which allows us to perform the average over the random
phase as a matrix product. Similarly, we define �av ¼R
d�g"ð�Þ�ð�Þ, and the decoherence map P with entries

P ij ¼ 1

2

Z
d�g"ð�ÞTr½Sypð�Þ�iSpð�Þ�j�; (2)

that describe the average over the random phase in Sð0Þp .�N

can now be concisely written as

�N ¼ tyA
�
pB �QN þ XN

k¼1

pk �QN�k

�
� P � �tA; (3)

with the vector ðpkÞi ¼ 1
2 ½TrðtyBtB�k

av�iÞ þ c:c�. By writing
pk ¼ Re½�k

1�1 þ �k
2�2� � pB, with �i the eigenvalues of

�av, U the matrix of the eigenvectors of �av, and ð�iÞjk ¼
ðU�j�kU

�1Þii, that satisfy ð�1 þ�2Þ=2 ¼ 1, we can per-

form the sum on N and obtain

hTi� ¼ tyApB � ðT � 1Þ � ð1�QÞ�1 � P � �tA; (4)

with T being a 4� 4 matrix defined by T ¼P
i¼1;2Re½ 1

1��i
�T

i �.
The effect of a dephasing source, placed in the upper

arm of the ring, on the transmission probability T is
presented in the right panel of Fig. 2 for " ¼ 0:3. As
expected, a reduction of the visibility of the oscillations
is found, which is more pronounced for the narrow dips.
This can be viewed as a ‘‘which-path detection’’ [12],
whereby by means of the dephasing process and the con-
sequent suppression of the destructive interference occur-
ring at� ¼ � the ‘‘environment’’ acquires the information
that the electron propagated along the upper arm. In par-
ticular, for large asymmetries, corresponding to � values

close to 0 or 1 (the cases � ¼ 0:02 and � ¼ 0:98 are shown
in the figure) the presence of the dephasing source leads to
an almost complete suppression of the narrow transmission
dip. This effect is further highlighted by the upper panel of
Fig. 3, which shows the transmission probability at the
working point � ¼ � as a function of " for different �
values. T is found to increase when " increases, reaching
almost total transmission for large asymmetries. It should
be noted that the transmission probability as a function of "
is invariant under the transformation � ! 1� �, that cor-
responds to invert the asymmetry of the ring, or, equiva-
lently, to move the position of the noise source from one
arm to the other. This symmetry implies that while mea-
suring T provides a faithful estimation of the noise inten-
sity parameter ", it does not allow one to determine on
which arm the decoherence source is acting.
The fact that the presence (absence) of dephasing in the

upper arm is signaled by the nearly complete reflection
(transmission) of the injected electrons does not constitute,
as such, an IFM. On the contrary, IFM of the dephasing
source requires that the ‘‘outgoing signal’’ is not degraded:
in the present case, electrons should preserve their phase
coherence once transmitted or reflected by the ring. We
shall demonstrate that in our device this is indeed occurring
by evaluating the overall phase coherence by means of the
following coherence functionF ¼ jhti�j2 þ jhri�j2, where
hti� (hri�) is the averaged transmission (reflection) ampli-
tude. F takes values between 0 (complete loss of coher-
ence) and 1 (coherence fully preserved, since in this case
jhti�j2 ¼ T and jhri�j2 ¼ R ¼ 1� T) [13].
In the lower panel of Fig. 3,F is plotted as a function of

the width " of the distribution of random phases, for three
different values of �. Let us first consider the case � ¼
0:02. For very small values of ",F decreases from unity as
a result of the degradation of coherence. For large values of
", the dephasing of the tiny portion of the wave function
probing the upper arm prevents the occurrence of destruc-

FIG. 3 (color online). Effect of the dephasing on the trans-
mission probability (up) and coherence function (down) as a
function of " at resonance (� ¼ �) for three values of the
asymmetry parameter �.
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tive interference and allows full, coherent, transmission
through the lower arm yielding F ’ 1. This can be under-
stood as due to the quantum Zeno effect so that, for large ",
the electrons are ‘‘repeatedly measured’’ in the upper arm
by the environment [14]. For � close to zero, the outcome
of this measurement will be negative with a very high
probability (i.e., the electron is found in the lower arm)
preserving coherence. An interplay between these two
effects occurs for intermediate values of " giving rise to
a minimum in F . For � close to 1 (� ¼ 0:98 in the figure)
electrons are mostly injected in the upper arm of the ring.
For small values of ", the situation is analogous to the case
� ¼ 0:02, the behavior of F being actually the same, the
role of the noise source being the partial suppression of the
destructive interference and consequent degradation of the
coherence (the position of the noise source is virtually
unimportant). Large values of " yield a drop of F to
zero, since the complete suppression of the destructive
interference is accompanied by a likewise complete loss
of coherence due to the fact that most of the electrons visit
the noise source. For a symmetric ring (� ¼ 0:5), as ex-
pected, F decreases smoothly up to " ’ 0:7 where it takes
a small but finite value before inverting its trend. At large
asymmetries, a measurement of F would allow one, not
only to detect the presence of the noise source, but also to
determine on which arm it is acting, something which can
be of paramount importance for the accurate settings of
thermoelectric measurements at the nanoscale.

Finite-temperature effects.—In order to assess the effect
of a finite temperature, we study the extent of degradation
of the AB oscillations induced by thermal phase averaging.

In this case, the differential conductance is defined as G ¼
e2

h

R
dEð�@f=@EÞjtðEÞj2 and since we assume that matri-

ces SA and SB negligibly depend on energy close to the
Fermi level EF, the energy dependence in the transmission

amplitude stems only from the wave number kðEÞ ¼ 1
@
�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2m�ðEþ EFÞ
p

, with m� the effective mass of the electron.
For a ring with arms of equal length L, in the absence of
dephasing, the energy dependence of the transmission

probability can be explicitly written: jtðEÞj2 ¼
jtBð1� ei�E=ð2EFÞ�0Þ�1SptAj2. Operatively, we can set a

threshold temperature Tt � 10�4EF=kB, which corre-
sponds to a reduction of the dip smaller than 1%. The
typical value EF � 5 meV gives Tt � 10 mK, a tempera-
ture within experimental reach. We note that a small tem-
perature difference between the arms of the ring could be
detected as an IFM as well.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that IFM can be imple-
mented for electrons in the solid state, where a dephasing
source plays the role of the absorber of the optical counter-
part. IFM for electrons has different properties from its
optical analogue. In particular, not only can detection of a
dephasing source in one of the arms of the ring be achieved
without degrading the outgoing electrons, but also loss of
coherence or its preservation allow the determination of the

position of the dephasing source with high spatial resolu-
tion. We have focused on a very simple system, namely, an
asymmetric ring, but the physics remains unchanged for
different implementations. The present proposal provides a
test of nontrivial quantum mechanical effects at the meso-
scopic level and may find useful applications in quantum
information, e.g., allowing for fault-tolerant electronic
circuitry.
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